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The blackberry bold series has created quite a wave in the markets all over as they have been
proved to give out superior performance and the applications the phone is loaded with shows why it
is known as a business phone. Here we are focusing on Blackberry bold 9900 which is also known
as Blackberry Dakota in some markets while as Blackberry Magnum in some other markets.
Blackberry phones have become synonymous with the term business phone as it is mostly used by
those business men for assistance who are always on the move. The bold series has been loaded
with the regular Blackberry features along with the additional features making it all the more in
demand by the business class.

The phone is 3G enabled. This is in itself a big relief for the business people who are constantly on
the move and are troubled by the irregular network reception of the earlier hand set which wasnâ€™t 3G
enabled. It has the QWERTY keypad which has been a signature feature of the blackberry phones.
The QWERTY keypad enables the user to type faster and replies to the mails which need to be
answered quickly while on the go. The phone has a 8 GB internal memory which enables the user
to store a lot of valuable data on the phone which can be accessed in a jiffy whenever required for
any functionality. The external memory slot supports SD cards up to 32 GB making it quite a data
storage option for the user. It has a 5 MP camera which provides one with very clear pictures
allowing one to capture the moments of life as they occur and store it. The additional features of
LED flash, face detection and geo tagging makes the activity of taking pics all the more enjoyable.

The new Blackberry bold 9900 is equipped with the BlackBerry 7.0 OS which is making it all the
more famous. The new OS is much attractive and the fact that navigation through the phone
becomes a pleasure with the new OS is pushing the sales figures to new heights.
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